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2 different contributions to (input/output)-
(efficiency) in R&D discussion

Cincera & Czarnitzki
MACRO

Efficiency of (input) government spending on
(output) private R&D
Units to compare (DMU):  countries (across time)

Golany et al
MICRO

Efficiency of (input) R&D investments on (output) 
multidimensional (financial, customer, fit, growth, 
risk…)
Units to compare (DMU):  R&D projects



Common use of statistical techniques
to assess (in)efficiency

Cincera & Czarnitzki
Data Envelop Analysis (DEA) and Stochastic
Frontier Estimation (SFE)

Golany et al
DEA with elements from Balanced Score Card
(BSC) to

include multiple outputs which involve qualitative
concepts too
balance variables 



Choice of methodology:  DEA
DEA: select DMU with maximum efficiency score 

* Ratio of weighted outputs over weighted inputs
* Score between 0 and 1,  with 1 being the “efficiency 
frontier”,  others inefficient

Strenghts
Multiple outputs
No functional form for input-output function needed

Issues
Ranking is intra DMU:  sample selection;  frontier is not
necessarily maximum feasible;  only best in the set 
considered;
Construction of weights



SFE specify and estimate a production/cost function/frontier
* error term with two components:  

° conventional random error
° term representing deviation from frontier (relative inefficiency)

• technical inefficiency effect conditional on exogeneous variables 
explaining technical efficiency 

Strenghts
Stochastic, allows for error term, confidence intervals, hypothesis 
testing
Explain “inefficiency”

Issues
Assume functional form for the production function
Assume distribution function of the technical efficiency term: drivers for
technical efficiency?
Single output dimension
Ranking is intra-DMU: is “real” frontier included in the sample

Choice of methodology:  SFE



Assessing both approaches for R&D 
policy purposes

Each approach has value added at different level of R&D policy
evaluation

MACRO for assessing efficiency of overall R&D policy:  
comparing across countries, regions (NB: across time?)

Issue of framework conditions (explaining (in)efficiency) favors
SFE
BUT multiple inputs (policy mix) and multiple outputs

MICRO for assessing efficiency of particular (subsidy) 
programs:  comparing across projects

Selection:  are the right projects selected? (info on non-
selected projects)
Ex ante, interim & ex post evaluation:  Are they delivering? 
Which projects performed best?  What is best level of 
intervention?
Issue of multiple output dimensions favors DEA
BUT explaining (in)efficiency: feed back info for policy makers 
on how to improve the design of programs



Problems in assessing (in)efficiency: OUTPUTS
SFE is OK if there is a sinlge clear output dimension
(i.c. private R&D in the additionality debate)

What about alternative/simultanous objectives
(innovation, growth, jobs, gov budget balance..)?

DEA/BSC allows multiple dimensions but without 
specifying possible relationships between them

What about trade-offs, complementarities?
Issue of weights become critical

Assessing both approaches for R&D 
policy purposes



Problems in assessing (in)efficiency:  
INPUTS

Government Subsidy Program Evaluation
through DEA:  

multiple inputs (own R&D plus subsidies) but with
relationship between them

This requires specifying relationship between inputs
(subst/compl) (SFE)

Alternatively:  subsidy as single input and own
R&D as one of the outputs

This requires specifying relationship between outputs

Assessing both approaches for R&D 
policy purposes



Choice of DMU:  
At which level:  

country: region/technology
Individual projects/portfolio’s?

Not always stand-alone
Spillovers between countries
Spillovers between projects

Cf portfolio discussion

Explaining (in)efficiency: crucial objective for
R&D policy purpose

Assessing both approaches for R&D 
policy purposes



Both contributions, relying on rigorous
analysis, will force policy makers to
structurize

Think about different objectives, different 
inputs, weights, trade-offs,…

Both contributions, relying on rigorous
analysis, are heavy on data requirements

Assessing both approaches for R&D 
policy purposes



Which of the two is the most 
“efficient” : delivering R&D 
policy objectives with
minimum costs?

a DEA (SFE) according to DEA (SFE) 
analysis?


